
We Are Players
In The Fourth
Industrial Revolution
You may not even know it, but at this very moment the 

world is undergoing the Fourth Industrial Revolution. It is 

having a huge impact on the way we live.
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AG Group, Inc. was founded in the year 1997 by a talented 

group of engineers that wanted to revolutionize the thriving 

pharmaceutical and process control system industries.

The company was founded on the pillars of a innovation, 

commitnent to excellence, outstanding client service and 

knowhow.

ABOUT US COMPANY HISTORY

More than engineers,
INNOVATORS.

1997

2003

2010

2008

2018

2004

2017

2013

2019

AG Group was founded/

Company experiences
continued growth through
financial stability, solid
client relations and
enhanced capabilities.
We acquired a healthy
portfolio of new clients.

100 employee
milestone reached

Became UL 508 A &
UL 698 A Certified 

Expanded service offering
from system integrator to

construction, instrumentation
& electrical contractor,

and panel manufacturing

Partnership with
Rockwell Automation

(Recognized System Integrator)

Received manufacturing
decree from PRIDCO

Became Wonderware
Certified Partner

Became Siemen’s
System Integrator

Acquired MBE Certification
from National Minority Supplier

Development Council

Acquired HuBZone
Certification from SBA

Renovable
Energy

First big pharma client: Alcon 

Looking into the future, we are 
continuously innovating and 
growing our service offerings
to support our clients with the 
challenges they will face.

Rockwell
Automation

Recognized
System

Integrator

Innovation
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to excellence

Outstanding
client service
and knowhow



Information is power. Power to make better business decisions, quicker. Power to foresee 

unexpected events that could affect your company’s power to deliver. Power to keep your 

employees safe and your business compliant, even in highly regulated industries.

That is why, as your integrated automation and control services partner we offer a wide 

variety of customized solutions that combine real time monitoring data analysis with 

advanced control strategies to give you and your staff smart data reporting that provides 

smart answers to any process variations or unexpected event so you don’t jeopardize 

quality or productivity.

And as technology enablers, it should not come as a surprise to you that our integrated 

solutions can support every stage of a systems life cycle. We can provide full cycle services 

as well as stepping in at any stage facing challenges.

Services and capabilities at a glance:

• SDLC Documentation

• Applications Development (PLC, HMI, SCADA)

• Control Systems Integration

• Data Management

• Enterprise Systems Integration

• Upgrades and Migrations

• Assessments and Reverse Engineering

• Commissioning

• IIoT (Industrial Internet of Things)

Because data
knows better

At AG Group we put the 

power of data in your hands 

to keep your business 

running smoothly. We 

combine integrated data 

solutions that include 

monitoring, analytics and 

management in a real time 

with control strategies to 

ensure quality, productivity 

and reliability.

AUTOMATION & CONTROL



Data networks have revolutionized the world of instrumentation and calibrations. 

Processes can now be optimized in ways that we couldn’t even dream of. By combining 

our knowledge of the smart capabilities of modern instruments, the information available 

through data networks and our 30 years of experience in instrumentation serving the 

bio-pharmaceutical, food & beverage and utilities industries we offer our clients a recipe 

for success that will guarantee a fast response to your businesses’ every need.

Our wide array of services ranges from applications engineering, to configuration and 

calibrations, including commissioning, start up support, automation and controls 

systems design. 

Services and capabilities at a glance:

• Instuments Specifications

• Installations

• Configuration

• Calibrations

• Procurement

• BenchTesting

Because Smart
is the New Fast

Our capabilities and 

experience combine with 

modern instrumentation 

and data analytics for 

accurate process 

optimization.

INSTRUMENTATION & CALIBRATION



In order to stay up to par with the financial and security challenges under Industry 4.0, operator 

technology and information technology must work together in order to effectively make a 

difference in the areas of productivity, efficiencies, confidentiality and consistent outcomes. 

When you trust us with your information systems, we can help you handle virtualization, data 

integrity, speed, cybersecurity and compliance with a solid communication network with IT 

infrastructures that support your business operations.

Services and capabilities at a glance:

• Networks Design and Configuration

• Virtualization

• Vertical Integration

• Infrastructure

• Computer Validations (CSV)

• Cybersecurity

• Data Cables Certifications

• IIoT (Industry Internet of Things)

• Compliance

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Unleashing The
Power of Data
for Productivity

As the world undergoes the 

fourth industrial revolution, 

the manufacturing industry 

is just learning about the 

potential value of the 

intelligence found within 

their data. We can help 

leverage the insights readily 

available in your technology 

systems to increase 

capacities, reduce costs and 

improve overall quality of 

processes. 



For many years providing full electrical construction services for industrial and commercial 

facilities has been an integral part of our services. But now we’ve doubled up our value offer 

by integrating electrical contractor and instrumentation contractor services under one roof.

 Our team still provides traditional electrical installation services like electrical retrofits, 

maintenance, and installations of industrial process machinery, pharmaceutical clean 

rooms and on hazardous areas. But we have combined them with specialty industrial wiring, 

process instrumentation services and the latest renewable energy technologies, including 

solar power. 

Other services include: Building Lighting Systems, BAS Systems, Illumination, MCC’s and 

Transformers, Pumps and Process Equipment, Process Instrumentation Industrial Control 

Panels, Process Skids.

On the new technologies front, at AG Group we are certified installers for Photovoltaic 

Systems. We also have the inside information on tax credits and government incentives that 

promote the use of clean energy. 

ENERGY CONTRACTOR

Service
Consolidation and
New  Technologies
For Cost
Effectiveness

How can you save your 

company time and money 

while conquering all your 

businesses’ energy needs? 

By using us as your single 

source electrical and 

instrumentation contractor 

to reduce costs and provide 

continuity to every project 

that requires attention. 



Custom electric and control panels provide advanced monitoring and control capabilities 

that enhance processes and equipment. Talk to us about your specific needs and our 

design engineers will work closely with a hand picked team of suppliers to come up with 

customized solutions to fulfill even the most complex design specifications, while always 

assuring the maintainability, reliability, safety and compliance of every panel 

manufactured under our name.  

 Visit our UL508A and UL698A certified Advanced Manufacturing Center.

Services and capabilities at a glance:

• UL 508A Panel Shop Certification

• UL 698A Certification

• Control Panel Design 

• Electrical Panel Design

• Panel Manufacturing

• Panel Installation

• Field & Site Services

• AS-Builts

• FAT

• Maintenance

PANEL MANUFACTURING

Customization
Without Limits

“Made to fit” electrical and 

control panels are one of the 

most distinctive and unique 

services we offer our clients. 

Our knowhow combined 

with a reliable network of 

manufacturers make 

creating and manufacturing 

any design possible.



Staff Supplementation & Outsourcing Services for the Life Science Industry – at any given 

point, your company might need to supplement your core staff without the hassle of going 

through the interview and hiring process of an employee. We have highly qualified 

personnel in our roster, including engineers, instrumentation technicians, mechanics, 

electricians, operators and clerks, that can work as residents at your facility to save you 

time and money.

Maintenance Procedures and Services – most electrical and industrial control panels require 

proper maintenance to assure uptime and guarantee continuity.

To best serve you, a team of our experts can help you develop and execute customized 

maintenance procedures to keep your business running smoothly.

Services and capabilities at a glance:

• Staff Suplementation & Outsourcing

• Data Cables Installations & Certifications

• Control Networks (DEVICENET, CONTROLNET,

    FIELDBUS, ETC)

• Commissioning & Validation Support

SPECIALTY SERVICES

Short Term Results
Without Long Term
Commitment

There is no need to invest in 

staff that you can easily 

outsource. As a full service 

business partner, AG Group 

can provide your company 

with a variety of specialty 

services without the need 

for a permanent hire.



As we approach Industry 4.0
your digital transformation

challenges are accepted!

Phone: ( 787 ) 707-0022

Fax: ( 787 ) 707-0065

EMail: info@aggpr.com

POSTAL ADDRESS

PO Box 195407

San Juan, PR 00919-5407

ADDRESS

Centro Industrial Minillas #419 Street E,

Bayamón, Puerto Rico, 00959


